An Investigation into the use of Multi-biometric Technology for Securing Online Exams in Jamaican Universities: The Perception of Students and Administrators
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Abstract: This study investigated the perception of students and administrators regarding the use of multibiometric technologies to secure online exams. The overall objective of the research was to discover from respondents’ their knowledge of biometric technology, their acceptance level and concerns they may have towards using biometric technology. A mixed-method approach was used to conduct this study and a triangulation design was used to compare both the qualitative and quantitative data. One-on-one semi-structured interviews were held with the University Council of Jamaica (UCJ) and the University of Technology, Jamaica (UTech) administrators. Two questionnaires were also used to collect quantitative data from students and administrators, two hundred and five Students and sixty-three administrators from UTech and the Northern Caribbean University (NCU) completed the research questionnaires. A focus group discussion was also conducted with 13 students from UTech who were enrolled as online students. A total of 288 persons participated in the study. The research findings reveal university administrators view the collection of student’s biometric data for securing online exams as having beneficial implications for their university and it could possibly help to improve their university distance learning programme’s integrity. The findings also reveal that students had mixed reactions towards giving their biometric data to their university for online exam authentication. Students were aware of the benefits of using biometric technologies and do appreciate the reasons for such implementation such as being able to uniquely identify students. However, the majority of the students reported that they have concerns about the privacy of their biometric data. They have concerns about how their biometric data will be stored, protected and used if they were asked to provide such information by their university. The accreditation body UCJ highlighted similar concerns about the storage and protection of student’s biometric data; they believe the government of Jamaica can develop laws to address student data protection in an educational environment where biometric technology could be utilized. The findings of the qualitative and quantitative data reveal that fingerprint technology was the preferred biometric authentication technology students were willing to provide and administrators believe fingerprint and facial recognition is the most appropriate biometric characteristic to accept from students. The research study concludes by offering implications for higher education institution, conclusion and future research.
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I. Introduction

Universities in Jamaica are moving to distance education by offering fully online courses of study, with some or all exams being conducted online. How does an instructor teaching online know who is really behind the screen taking quizzes and exams? Are there ways of identifying and authenticating students thereby reducing instructor anxiety? These questions are typical of security questions asked in society at large. Unfortunately, although technological approaches to security have become increasingly sophisticated, human weaknesses still continue. The University Council of Jamaica (UCJ) has seen the increase in online programs being offered by overseas universities, which has led the accreditation body to publish a set of standards for distance education, with requirements for online exams (UCJ, 2015). Preliminary talks with the accreditation body and an interview carried out by a Jamaican Information Service (JIS) reporter Elaine Reckford in 2013 with UCJ about their distance learning standards reveal that the body is concerned about the integrity of such programs. Dr. Yvonnette Marshall, past executive director of the UCJ, stated: “The review came about as a result of increasing concerns about the quality of some online programmes currently being offered and whether they are comparable in standards to those offered in the conventional face-to-face setting”. The implication is unless these standards are adhered to; these online programmes of study may not be eligible for accreditation. To meet these standards, Jamaican higher education institutions and overseas institutions operating locally will have to prove to UCJ that the student receiving qualifications, after completing their different courses of study, is the actual student that has completed all online assessments. One of the areas of focus will be the examination of the technology, software and authentication methods used by these universities to uniquely identify and verify students in the virtual space. Universities will now have to look at ways to ensure the integrity of online activity and online exams in their distance learning programs, and biometric authentication technologies may play a key role. How do university administrators and students view such authentication technology in an academic environment? Will students be willing to give their biometric data? And what biometric data will they be willing to give? What are students’ concerns regarding implementation of this technology? Of equal importance is the question regarding the willingness of university administrators to acquire student’s biometric data? Do these universities have the infrastructure in place to secure and protect such data? Previous research has identified user concerns about
biometric authentication technology, but most of this research has been conducted in the European and North American contexts. Scientific data on the perception of biometric technology to secure online exams is woefully lacking in the context of Jamaica and the Caribbean. Empirical research and scientific analysis are required to support the formulation of credible policies and development of effective security measures in order to address concerns about student’s privacy, biometric data storage and any cyber-attacks that may compromise this data.

Conclusion

The process of conducting this timely research and writing about such an important, relevant, and well-received topic was a humbling experience. The research participants openly engaged in, contributed to, and partnered in this process. The data collection period was an artistic experience of intuitive listening and capturing stories. This mixed methods study was artfully designed and executed using each phase of the research to enhance and build upon each other. The findings were richer, more robust, and more real because of the mixed methods nature of the process and sequential research design. Ultimately the study revealed that administrators view the collection of student’s biometric data for securing online exams as having beneficial implications for their university and would help to improve their university distance learning programme’s integrity. However the accreditation body UCJ feels that the burden of proof will have to be proven to them by the university that it does indeed improve the integrity. Students had a mixed attitude towards giving their biometric data to the University for Online Exam Authentication. Both the qualitative and quantitative findings reveal that while students see the benefit of such a technology. Nonetheless, they are concerned about how the data will be stored, protected and used if they were asked to provide it. Similarly, the findings of the qualitative and quantitative methods reveal that fingerprint technology and facial recognition followed by voice recognition was the preferred biometric authentication technology students were willing to provide and administrators believed that fingerprint and facial recognition is the most appropriate biometric characteristic to accept from students. Overall the results of this survey suggest that participants have a positive attitude towards the use of multi-biometric systems for securing online exams. However, this investigation also revealed that students and administrators from UTech and NCU have genuine concerns about biometric authentication technology. Chief among barriers to the acceptance of biometrics are concerns about the security of biometric information majority of the students expressed they do not believe their university is adequately equipped to protect their data. Students have privacy concerns when it comes to giving their biometric data to their university, while administrators express concerns about student’s privacy when collecting their biometric data to secure online exams. This will prove to be a hurdle for institutions implementing multi-biometric technology, as privacy and data security issues are ‘back end’ properties of a system that users are not aware of. It will be difficult for them to convey to users their data storage or privacy policies through the design of a biometrics user interface, so this would be an undertaking to overcome. As such UCJ has recommended that the government of Jamaica should develop laws to address student data protection in the education environment and give the agency policies that will help them govern higher education institutions using biometric technology. With these laws in place students may have a sense of protection as institutions will be held accountable by the government to secure and protect student’s biometric data at all cost. This study is significant as it adds value in identifying students and administrators perceptions toward implementing biometric authentication technologies into distance learning programmes in higher education institutions. This is a new paradigm in the Caribbean and more so in the Jamaican context. Applying such technology to reduce academic dishonesty is more than a theoretical concept. Institutions are conducting and in some cases actively implementing distance learning programmes. These and future adoptions of biometric authentication technology could be used to improve these programmes by designing a rounded approach to support biometric authentication solutions across the academic environment. The University Council of Jamaica contends that this research is timely and can help to start the discussion on authentication technologies within higher education, government and the accreditation body. The researcher hopes this study will initiate this discussion to make that holistic approach of using multi-biometric authentication technologies in distance learning programmes in Jamaica a reality. That student, academic institutions, government and the accreditation body would be satisfied and have confidence with.
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